
Welcome back to term 4. We have got a lot of learning to 

pack into our five week term. This newsletter will give you 

some information on what your child will be learning.  

Home Learning  

Your child will be sent home every week with a list of up to ten     

spellings in their red Home Learning book, which they should learn. 

There is space to practise the spellings three times. You may like to 

practise more than this! Feel welcome to use other pages in their 

book to   practise the spellings, either as just the word or in sentences.  

It is expected that children read three times a week at home. This  

only needs to be for 5 minutes. Try to ensure your child is enjoying 

reading. It also means your child needs to bring their book and book 

bag into school every day. We will try our best at school to read at 

least once a week with your children.  

If you have any worries, queries or questions, please feel free to ask 

your child’s class teacher.  

Many thanks  

Miss Vazquez,Y2-EV   Miss Binnie, Y2-JB 

English 

Our English learning will focus on 

a text called ‘The Greedy Fox’ for 

three weeks. We will begin with 

our WOW by  imitating the story, 

where we will learn and re-write 

it, adding in extra detail. Then, 

we will change part of the story, 

finally we will write our own   

stories. 

By week 4 of this term, we will 

begin our  non-fiction unit. We 

will be writing recounts about  

events.  

You can help at home by prac-

tising the  story. We will aim to 

send out the story and the story 

map.  

Maths 

In maths we are continuing with our mastery approach, where children 

secure their learning then ‘twist it’ with a reasoning task, and ‘deepen it’ 

with a problem solving activity.  

This term we will begin with a brief recap of place value and the four op-

erations; addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Then we will 

move onto fractions. We will be finding fractions of a whole, for instance 

of a piece of string or a cup of water. As well as this we will be finding 

fractions of a quantity, using concrete resources to support.  

You can help at home by using language of fractions; such as; half, quar-

ter, part, whole, numerator, denominator. As well as revisiting simple ad-

ditions, subtractions and times table facts for the 2, 5 and 10 times table.  

Dates for the Diary 

Monday 19th February—Back to 

school, WOW sessions 

Tuesday 27th February—Year 2 dance 

fest at St Bernadette’s  

Thursday 1st March—World Book Day; 

After school reading session  

Week of Monday 5th March—Practise 

test week for year 2s 

Week of 19th March—Sport Relief 

week  

Tuesday 20th and Wednesday 21st 

March—Parents’ evenings  

Friday 23rd March—Last day of term; 

dress as your favourite sports star for 

Sports Relief  

Reading  

We work every day on reading. We focus a lot on inference, picking up clues 

within a text. In order to support with SATs we will also look at test style 

questions to prepare the children.  

You can help at home by reading with your child., and discussing different 

fiction and non-fiction texts.  


